
Welcome to Monster Hunter Online 

Guide for MHO Client Version 1.0.3 
I suggest clicking ‘View’ and unchecking Print layout for an easier viewing experience. 
CTRL+F then type in the number or thing you are looking for. 
We are in the works of making a website like kiranico. 
Editors: Nyanko, ErzaScar [MHO ingame names] Menu translation credit: Aslind Samure and2P! 
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.5 Currencies 
 
*Some currencies share ticket model but have separate functions. 

Hunting Tickets Consumed to venture out on hunts 

Poop coins Used mainly for Palico related things and doing things with your farm. 

Guild coins Used in purchases related to guild. 

Unknown use or acquirement 



Gold Zenny Gold zenny can be used on the market place as well as supplemented for 
use that normally costs Zenny. 

Zenny Life blood of a hunter, used for everything. 

Cash Cash shop currency used to buy V.I.P or cosmetics. 

Guild Zenny Used in purchases related to guild. 

Unknown use or acquirement 

Costume coupon*  Used for costumes acquired from V.I.P 1 480 Cash prize bag.  

Fossil Sample Used for Basic items. Acquired from using Abrasive on Fossils. See 1.5.6 

Feather Flies Used for cosmetics acquired from hunts *gather nodes and end drops  

Palico Ticket* Used in the creation of palico gear. 

Textbook Card* Used to purchase weapon skill books. Acquired from quests. 
             Farm voucher* Used to speed of a farm nodes recharge time. Unknown Acquirement 
 

 Food Voucher Used to eat a meal at the kitchen before a hunt. 
  

 
 
 
1.0 Useful things you need or want 
 

● F10 locks vertical camera movement. 
● Download the game with this link 
● Beefy installation guide 
● You can download google translate app on your phone;Android Iphone 

○ Take a clear picture of the text and the app will translate it. 
○ Use this to translate things giving you trouble. 

● The Blacksmith sells all tier 1 versions of weapons. 

http://down.qq.com/mhfc/dltools/MHO_Setup_1.0.1.21_QQVIPDL_signed.exe
https://www.reddit.com/r/MonsterHunter/comments/3w0bvh/guide_how_to_getsign_up_forinstall_monster_hunter/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.translate&hl=en
https://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/google-translate/id414706506?mt=8


○ Weapon progression tree 
○ Armor information 

● For english speakers this is the open server we are on. We are <WesternHunters> 
● Discord if you need 
● How to change servers and which server we are on; 

 

http://gamer.qq.com/p/resource/weapon/iProductID/39
http://gamer.qq.com/p/resource/armor/iProductID/39
https://discord.gg/0igZVMY4zsUeBCdR


 
 
 
1.1 Things you need to know DAILY/WEEKLY 
 

● Daily reset is 2pm Eastern Standard Time. 
○ 10 hunting tickets a day! 
○ Increase in exp available to earn. 
○ New Guild quest dailies. 

● You will always have quests you can’t complete.[If you are reaching the exp cap] 
○ These will always be completable the next day once you hit the next level 



 
Here you will find A woman vendor she sells tokens that turn to hunting tickets. 
You can buy 2 before the price goes up. 400/700/1000 ect. (only 6 a day can be bought) 

 
If you are in a guild there are daily quests available. 
First is the guild hall, second the quest giver. 

 



*So far the quests we’ve encounters are. Gather 5 items, Complete 3 large monster hunts, 
and craft 5 of anything . 
 
Weekly reset is thursday 
You get 20 hunting tickets every Wednesday 2pm EST.. MAKE SURE TO USE ALL 20 
TICKETS BEFORE!! (you don’t have to but you miss out on hunting tickets)  

to add more click this icon ->  located in the bottom right corner. (use ~ to 
bring your cursor up)  

 
 
 
1.2 Menu translations 
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1.3 Guild introduction quest 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1.4 Board Quest Requirements 

1.5 Vendors 
 
1.5.1 Crafting/Ammo book seller 
(book seller locations) 



 
 
If you're wondering why can’t I craft anything like in the other monster hunter games...well it is 
probably because you have not learned the book that teaches it. 

 
MHO has vendors who sell books that teach you how to craft various things. (this guy sells your 
traps and ammo) 
 
After clicking an option you will get something like this. 



 
As you progress and level up you will get more books that will unlock.  
Ones that have a red highlight around them are book that you are unable to learn. Also 
the green text that is shows in the bottom right corner of each book square means you 
already learned that book so you don’t accidentally buy extra. *(clicking ‘U’ will bring up 
the crafting menu) 
 



1.5.2 Potion/Drink book seller 

 
She sells your hot/cold drinks and other potion books. 
 

1.5.3 Jewelry craft book seller 

 
She only has six books so definitely pick all them up. 
 
1.5.4 Weibel 



 
Weibel is the man that has the goods. He sells all the basic needs for going on hunts and ammo 
for bowguns or coatings for bows. *(there is another guy in the main hunting area that also sells 
everything weibel sales) 
 
1.5.5 Specialty Store 

 
Now if you’re thinking weibel only had the basic hunting stuff but I want advanced hunting stuff, 
this specialty store must have it…Sorry but no, she sells cosmetic gear that can go over your 
armor, and a item for upgrading your armor. What is important about her is she sells Hunting 
tokens!! *(see 1.1 for more info about hunting tokens) 



 
The item that has a green highlighted box is the hunting tokens. 
 
1.5.6 Costume Store 

 
This is Luna and she sells costumes that change the appearance of your armor, but they are fun 
costumes. the currency is costume coupons *(see .5 currencies) 
 



 
 



The second option is fossil exchange for what seems like basic items.

 
Fossils are obtained from using abrasives on Mysterious fossils. So far I’ve only found blue 
named yellow bone items that are activateable. 



 
When activated you are provided with another prompt. The first is a basic abrasive solvent, the 
second is a high quality one. Using these on the Mysterious fossil with get you fossil to turn in at 
the vendor. 



 
 
Having the materials allows you to reduce the mysterious fossil, so far the HQ abrasive is 
aquired from 20+ hunts as a rare drop at the end of the hunt. 



 
Accepting it will create a normal chest opening and present you with the fossils 



 
 
1.5.7 Guild Registration 
 
Alright so now you know a little more about the game and have seen how the guild menu works 
but what if you want to start your own guild… 



 
This is the guy you want to talk to. The first option allows you to create a guild but it's going to 
cost you 20k Zenny and if you’re looking to use a english name for the guild it's not the easiest 
to get.(I was surprised that I got Western Hunters)  
 
If you don’t want to spend that much and deal with getting a name for your guild then there is 
always the second option, joining a guild that already is made. 

 
 
1.5.8 Cat chef 



 
ok so let’s talk about the cats that cook for you. You sit down and click the option then get a 
menu like this. 

 



Well just like in every monster hunter it is the same thing. Eat to get bonus! the only difference is 
you can choose the level of food you want which give yous different stat buffs but cost more. 
you also need cat tickets to order food and zenny to pay for the meal.  

 
 
1.5.9 Mail/Grandpa/Mother Cat 
 



 
this guy is your mailbox and is located right by the blacksmith. So if you ever get any mail you 
just talk to him.(he is floating from a balloon, hard to miss) 
 

 
this is who I call grandpa but that's just my own choice he sells supplies for the farm and well as 
other stuff but uses the poop coin currency. he also gives you daily quest for your farm. *(see .5) 
he is located here. 



 



 
 
Lastly, we have all heard about a crazy cat lady or a grandma owning way too many cats well 
meet Mother Cat 



 
she has so many cats that you purchase them from her to take on quest, really nothing else to it 
and if you hate your cats you can always dismiss them back to her but that's just messed up. 
 
1 
1.6 Personal Farm 
 
1.6.1 Farm board 
This is the place to control all your farm nodes.

 
Herb garden is the only one with control at the node. You select what you plant in this menu. 



 
Here you level up and manage nodes level. [Incase you need lower tier ingredients] 
 
 



 
 
1.6.2 Palico Board 
Pressing ‘O’ brings up Palico stats 
The Palico Board is where you manage all your Palico related facilities and their mental state.  



 
In the Palico tab you can manage and assign Palicos to a facility by click the grey squares. 

 
 
 



1.6.3 Palico Stats 
Pressing ‘O’ brings up Palico stats 
An important stat to watch and pay attention to is will to fight. If this is too low they will not fight 
with you in the field. Sending them to meditation at the palico board restores 50% each time. 





 
 
1.6.4 Farming Nodes 
When you gather all the available materials [3] from a node you are prompted with a box. It tells 
you the time left till it is reset and gives you two ways to speed it up, poop coins and tickets. 



 
 
2.0 Weapon master 
 
The Weapon master is the go to for everything to do with training and progressing in your 
chosen weapon path, or multiple if you so choose. The Weapon Master can be found here; 



 
The Menu he prompts you with is as follows; 



 
 
2.1 Combo Books 
 
Combo books allow you to deepen your weapons rotation and abilities. 
These books are purchasable at 15,25 and 35. Unlocking an ability each time for you to use in 
combat 

 
The books cost tokens you receive through for completing quests. 
 
2.2 Talent Exchange 
 
*There may be other ways to obtain these. 
The Talent exchange allows you to trade it token received from Risk Hunts* Starting at 20+ 
timed Risk hunts will show up on the hunt list and will award these tokens for completion.

 
 
2.3 ADV. Talent Exchange 
 
Unfortunately we have no information on how to obtain these Tokens but we theorize it is from 
HR hunts. 



 
 
 
2.4 Item Decomposition 
 
Use this to destroy talent tokens you don’t want to get ones that you can use to purchase ones 
you want or need. 

 
 
 
2.5 Weapon Training 
 



Choosing the last option in his interface Will take you to a mission selection.

 
 
Selecting the only available option and embarking on it like it was a hunt will take you to an 
arena. 

 
 
 
2.5.1 Weapon Master And Assistant 
The Arena has two NPCS as well as a dummy you can wail on to your heart’s content. 



 
 
The Weapon Master provides you with two training options. 

 
 



The Assistant being the one giving some stats and your way out.

 
 
2.5.2 Basic Training 
 
 
Choosing the first choice in the Weapon Masters interface will take you to basic training. 

 
 
He will give you some tips about mouse button presses and likely some combos then give you a 
menu. 



 
Watching the Demo will show you an exercise. Then bring you back to try for yourself. this menu 
is the same for every time you see it in this arena. 
 
 
2.5.3 Advanced Training 
 
Choosing the second choice in the Weapon Mastering interface will take you to advanced 

training  
 
Here it will show you and teach you about a more advanced part of your weapons ability. With 
slight changes based on weapon your menu will likely look like this. Next being the only option 
really. Progressing through till you can start the exercise then ultimately exit. Keeping in mind 
which each button means and knowing it never changes makes it all fairly easy to move 
through. 



 
 
 
2.6 Arms Page 
 
Pressing ‘H’ Will bring up your Arms Page. 
The arms page holds everything about combos ultimates and talents. The main wheel showing 
you your progression to having all your skills and passives unlocked. 



 
 
2.6.1 Ultimate Ability 
 
Around your 3rd day [if you are exp capping] you will unlock your first ultimate ability This is a 
global unlock so if you have it for one you have it for them all, but each weapon’s ultimate is 
different. 



 
 
The Black Dragon will slowly fill up during hunts and once full you can perform an Ultimate using 
your ‘F’ key unless you have it bound. 

 
 
2.6.2 Combo List 
 
The arms page also provides you a list of your moves and possible combos. With videos 
showing what it looks like. The bottom three are locked behind the combo books at level 
15/25/35. It also shows the key to press to perform the move. The Kanji[symbols] being left and 
right click respectively. 



 
 
 
2.6.3 Talent Tree 
 
 
The talent tree is a radial that you can fill out with passive bonuses for your weapon class. 
Talents purchased through the interface itself as well as the Weapon master will have varying 
changes based on weapon. The currency through the interface being the same as the weapon 
master. More Talent nodes unlock as you level. 



 
 
 
 
3.0 Quest Tips and Help 
 
This section won't be a step by step guide for every quest but more of a group of quest givers or 
quests that had me stuck for a bit or weren’t obvious on how to complete.  
 
 
3.1 Sha Shi and her quests  
 
Sha Shi is the girl in the main village to the left of the stairs. Once and awhile as you quest 
along she will have a quest for you as well. These have you killing a monster of your choice in a 
region of her choosing. The reward being a Weapon skill book ticket. 



 
To the left of the stairs just below the blacksmith. 



 
 
 
3.2 Weapon Master and his quests 
 
Besides the basic quests that just have you talking to  him or talking to someone else he has, 
for me, two quests I still haven’t finished. 



 
The first is a quest to complete a High risk hunt. These hunts show up when you go to hunt 
something and show up for a certain amount of time. The hunt itself will award a token and this 
quest will to when turned in. 



 
 
The second is to purchase a talent point which I haven’t been able to get enough tokens to do. 



 


